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Humanity needs to realize that only by truly understanding 

our interdependent nature will we be able to solve the 

challenges we face

Technology
Is the tool capable of transforming our reality

Purpose
Is the light that will guide us in the right direction 



MOTIVATION

Technology has transformed humanity in a wide variety of ways.

Still, the majority of these technologies have been at the heart of big

organizations which have the resources needed to take advantage of these tools

enhancing their objectives.

Organizations operating within the social responsibility and solidarity context

have not been able to use technology in the same way.

Although technology has dramatically increased communications and awareness

to support these organizations. The application of technology in order to

maximize their efficiency and productivity is almost non existent in the majority

of cases.

Relying on intermittent funds and volunteer work becomes a very hard task to

support in a long term, with high impact structural changes. Many of these

organizations loose their operational capabilities and, as a result, their

motivation to keep moving forward with their purposeful mission.



VALUES & MISSION 

MISSION – To support the creation of 

appropriate conditions that will 

enable the existence of a society 

model that is sustainable, equal and 

collaborative. 

Our mission is to provide the 

technological tools that will unleash 

Human Potential.

T4HD is a Social Enterprise focusing on 

providing support for existing and new 

organizations that share common 

goals. 

RespectTolerance

Honesty Justice

TrustEquality

Contribute Resilience



Provider of shared technology driven services to organizations that do not have the 

resources and knowledge needed to set up and run IT driven solutions to support 

their critical mission operations with positive outcomes to Humanity.

Focusing on: 

T4HD DEFINED

Resource 
management

Local 
Economy

Energy & 
Logistics

Education Environment
& 
Sustainability

Social 
Inclusion



Make technology work for EVERYONE

SUPPORT local industry and services ecosystem

Regenerate HUMAN resources for a new age of work

Convert companies to operate SUSTAINABLY

Create conditions to keep people in their HOME town

Enable TRUST and cooperation between Social & Economic communities

OBJECTIVES



VISION

Technology has been the engine of innovation in a cultural context that

nurtures solutions of business relevance. This situation conditions

entrepreneurs to focus exclusively on ideas that generate business value.

T4HD’s mission is to ensure that organizations that choose to generate social

value are supported by a organization that will allow them to maximize

their impact, collaboration and sustainability for the future to come.
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